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1. Background/Intro

The aim of this digital manual is to provide a variety of resources for those teaching podcasting
in the college classroom. While our emphasis is on higher education to fill a gap in the existing
literature, many of the resources and assignments can be modified for instruction at varying skill
levels.

While our primary goal is focussed on the pedagogy of teaching students to create podcasts, we
also recognize the importance of teaching students to analyze podcasts, of pairing written texts
and podcasts, and of assigning podcasts as part of the course curriculum. Many of our
assignments utilize existing podcasts in service of teaching students the moves and skills
necessary to create their own, these assignments can also stand on their own.

Our aim is to harness the enthusiasm around digital media, particularly around asynchronous
learning that the pandemic necessitated, and to provide resources, guides and practical
materials to allow innovation and development to continue. Our manual is primarily designed for
in-person education, to utilize technology to enhance the college learning environment.
However, many of the lesson plans we include can be applied to asynchronous learning, and a
few case studies specifically integrate it.

a. How to Use this Manual

The manual begins with a basic intro to teaching students to podcast, where you can get a
general overview of the skills, techniques and components necessary to integrate podcasting
into your classes. These sections cross link to more extensive lesson plans, which were
developed by individual faculty who have successfully integrated podcasts into their courses.
Each lesson plan contains portions of syllabi expressing background, goals and objectives, with
more specific exercises and weekly assignments detailed throughout. The manual is designed
to be used in a nonlinear fashion, to provide a customizable road map for both experienced and
new podcast educators. Rather than follow a template for each case study, contributors were
encouraged to organize their work in a unique and distinctive manner that best reflects the
learning outcomes of their courses.

One of our goals is to keep this material as concise and current as possible.  You will find there
are areas where you can ask questions and propose material, in the hopes of making this a
living document that evolves with changing methods and technology.

b. Goals and Objectives of Podcast Learning/Skills Developed

There are many benefits to using podcasts as part of teaching pedagogy.  Podcast pedagogy
has been linked to increase in reading comprehension, writing skills, and engagement for



undergraduate students.  In addition, teaching students to podcast allows them to apply their
writing and critical thinking skills in new forms, and to strengthen their speaking and listening
skills.  Most importantly, podcast assignments teach students the importance of collaboration
and teamwork, which can be crucial components of the humanities classroom.  Many of the
case studies in our manual will detail the benefits and outcomes made possible through the
incorporation of podcasts into the classroom.

c. Contributors:
This manual draws on the rich experience of a range of scholars with background in the
Humanities:

Ulrich Baer, New York University
Robin Davies, Vancouver Island University
Eric Detweiler, Middle Tennessee State University
Jill Fellows, Douglas College
Emmy Herland, University of Colorado Boulder
Kevin Howley, DePauw University
Beth Kramer, Boston University
Lena Mattheis, University of Surrey
Harly Ramsey, University of Southern California

d. The Humanities Podcast Network (HPN)
The Humanities Podcast Network is a growing collective of instructors,
scholars, and independent creators dedicated to the transformative impact
of audio media and the human voice. We empower and support teachers
in secondary and higher education, scholars, and independent creators in
the Humanities who want to incorporate podcasts into their classroom
practice and/or create their own podcasts so they too can be heard, free of
institutional gatekeeping mechanisms.  Please visit our website for more
information on joining the organization, as well as events and related
resources.  We currently host an annual virtual conference on podcasting,
scheduled for Oct. 20-22 2022.

https://humanitiespodnetwork.org/


1. Using Podcasts as Texts
a. Pairing Podcasts with Academic Texts

For humanities instructors, one of the best ways to introduce podcasts into your 
classroom is by assigning ones that intersect with your curriculum, or which pair 
well with an assigned text.  There are a vast array of approaches to choosing the 
right podcast for your course; you might choose one that actually integrates a 
conversation of scholars discussing the text/historical period, a podcast that 
thematically relates to an assigned reading, or a podcast that teaches critical 
thinking and analytical skills that students can apply when working with a
text/research paper.

b. Podcast Exercises and Activities
i. There are also many activities that you can conduct by assigning 

podcasts to help students approach them as scholarly material.  These 
include exercises involving annotation, transcription, reverse outline, 
transitions, rhetorical questions, music, and pro-creators.  See Language 
Acquisition Podcast Lesson Plan for discussion of mindful listening 
exercises and See “Episode 3: How Students Learn to Work With Audio” 
in Sounds Studies Lesson Plan for exercises in transcription. Also see 
Using Your Own Podcast Lesson Plan for exercises on tying podcast
listening to reflexive writing

ii. Instructors often use podcasts to foreground their own lessons on 
teaching students to create podcasts.  See “Episode 2: What We Read 
and Listen to” in Sound Studies Lesson Plan.  In addition, some 
educators create their own podcasts to pair with the assigned material. 
See Lecturer as Podcaster Lesson Plan

iii. The Humanities Podcast Network Website Resources Page contains a 
tremendous array of resources including curated lists of Humanities 
Podcasts and podcasts created for and by higher ed professionals.

2. Producing Student Podcasts
a. Pre-Production Decisions

i. The first stage of podcast assignment design is deciding the type of 
podcast you would like your students to create.  For example, there are 
narrative podcasts, chat show (interview/conversation based podcasts), 
and quick burst podcasts.  See the Genre Analysis Lesson plan for an 
overview and detailed explanation of the distinctions between podcast 
genres.

ii. Another important note is that podcast assignments can be designed for 
individual projects or for collaboration.  For examples of lesson plans for 
collaborative projects, Sound Studies Lesson Plan,



Conversation/Interview based podcast, Interdisciplinary Collaboration with 
Podcasting Lesson Plan, and Language Acquisition Podcast Lesson Plan.

b. Writing for Podcasts
i. Asking students to have a script before recording portions of their podcast 

can be a helpful tool in organization and can develop writing and research 
skills. Writing scripts is also useful in design and time management for first 
time podcasters.  Encourage flexibility–the best use of scripts allows for 
some variation.  In addition, scripts can be a part of the interview process, 
by providing a template of questions (see section d).  Producers should 
explore writing for reading versus writing for orating.

c. Organizing the Podcast
i. Storyboarding is the process of outlining/visualizing the step by step 

stages that lead to a cohesive podcast.  In a storyboard for a podcast, 
students can account for each minute of their podcast in terms of voice, 
evidence, music, other audio, etc.  Provide students with a template to 
help them detail their podcast plan;  use timestamps to show when each 
sonic element begins and ends.  You can customize this sample for use in 
your specific class (potentially include Harly screenshot here). Also, see 
the Genre Analysis Lesson plan and Language Acquisition Podcast 
Lesson Plan for how to teach students to storyboard; also see annotated 
storyboard in the Conversation/Interview based podcast lesson plan.

d. Interviewing Techniques
i. While interviewing techniques in the humanities podcast can overlap with 

journalistic interviewing procedures and protocols, there can often be 
important differences.  While both are centered on seeking out facts and 
background, humanities interviews may be more open-ended/dialogic and 
include extensive and varied research.  There are many resources online 
for exercises to teach students interviewing skills.  The New York Times’ 
Project Audio has one of the most comprehensive; NPR has a 
downloadable guide to teaching podcast interview skills, among others.

ii. Some lesson plans in this manual have segments that include teaching 
students interview techniques.  See research work/preparation in the 
Conversation/Interview based podcast and visual analysis/interview 
workshop in the Ethnography podcast lesson plan.

e. Recording and Editing
i. Most students will be able to record using their smartphones and/or 

laptops, and will not need special equipment.  Learning to listen to your 
environment to determine what ambient sound(s) might distract or 
enhance is essential;  finding the right place for yourself and your 
microphone will take some practice, but there is no need to book a 
professional recording studio.

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/19/learning/lesson-plans/project-audio-teaching-students-how-to-produce-their-own-podcasts.html?rref=collection%2Fsectioncollection%2Flesson-plans&action=click&contentCollection=lesson-plans&region=rank&module=package&version=highlights&contentPlacement=1&pgtype=sectionfront
https://www.npr.org/2018/11/15/662116901/teaching-podcasting-a-curriculum-guide-for-educators


SAMPLE SYLLABUS
Ulrich Baer
DRAFT

Conversation/Interview based podcast

Goals: Teach students to generate an original podcast idea, plan and complete a course of
research, identify guests, prepare research for interview, outline interview, write a script, conduct
interviews, and record a podcast both individually (with a student as single host) and as part of a
team.
Learn audio capture and production technique

● Understand fully all of the roles and responsibilities for each team member on a podcast
production.

● Critically and usefully evaluate and edit your own and others’ audio work
● Know basic recording, editing and storing techniques
● Develop a vocabulary for the critical analysis of the podcast
● Produce an independent podcast based on original research

Week One:
In week one, students learn to use mic, recorder and headphones –  all recording can be done
on a smartphone. Learn to use backup devices for recording
Learn to upload recordings to a platform (Hindenburg; Adobe Premiere, or other)
● Brief introduction to Hindenburg or other production software: tracks and how they work.
Required: tech audio tutorial such as
(https://hindenburg.com/support/tutorials)

Week One Assignments
● Podcast Equipment: Working in pairs, students use phones and/or an external mic, recorder
and headphones to interview a classmate [subject to be determined]
● Mini-Podcast: Working in pairs, begin a 30-second-to-one-minute mini-podcast about
[subject to be determined] Mini podcast must include: a peer interview; intro; and at least two of
the following:voice-over narration, ambient sound, music.

Week Two:

In Week Two, Students do team-based “labwork,” learning the basics of editing (fading,
adjusting sound levels, cutting clips, layering tracks); how to organize and annotate, and more
advanced interview and research skills?
Audio in program used for class

Week Two Assignments:

https://hindenburg.com/support/tutorials


● Group Podcast Design: Students meet in small teams to work on a first group podcast. Each
member of the group should participate in all aspects of the podcast: interviewing, collecting
ambient sound/music, and researching. Instructors can make music selection into a separate
assignment: a great way for students to get to know teammates, share their tastes, explain their
choices, and reach a compromise that will inform all aspects of this assignment.
● Interview Preparation: Students collectively brainstorm their central questions, develop a list
of potential interview subjects, with notes about their relevance/expertise/possibilities of ‘landing’
them as interviewees.
● Research: Students also research potential interviewee’s bio/background/expertise to
properly introduce them, and begin to develop a research bibliography that lists items about
your topic
your object.
○Storyboard: Students post a skeletal draft of their individual storyboard
Begin to capture audio – both interviews and ambient sound

Week 3

In week three, students learn how to record other sounds, how to collect ambien
sounds, and where to get music; They also learn the basics of fair use and creative
commons

Week 3 Assignments:
● Annotated Storyboard: Students post their most up-to-date storyboard to be
discussed with the entire class. While their storyboard may change
as they edit their podcast, this storyboard should represent the most detailed
comprehensive version of your work thus far
● Podcast lab: final collection of remaining group audio; students then work
independently
on their own version of Podcast 1
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